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2032 SMART-FAMILY

by Marina Hanganu and Bianca Trifan
Italian translation: Camilla Brison, Monica Buzoianu and Ioana Rufu

Actors (in alphabetical order):
Monica Buzoianu (IT) - Virginia Visconti
Aura Călărașu (RO) - Laura Mihalcea
Francesca Fatichenti (IT) - Amalia Visconti
Smaranda Găbudeanu (RO) - Ogmios Z42
Giovanni Longhin (IT) - Lorenzo Visconti

Directed by: Marina Hanganu (RO) and Camilla Brison (IT)
Assistant director: Bianca Trifan (RO)
Video director (live montage and video creation): Armine Vosganian 
(RO)
Assistant video director (live montage): Davide Nocera (IT)
Video assistant: Stefano Cozzi (IT)
Scenography: Andreea Diana Nistor (RO) and Greta Gasparini (IT)
Assistant scenographer: Viola Aprile (IT)
Costumes: Marilena Montini (IT) and Andreea Diana Nistor (RO)
Multimedia, communication platform, robot design and mechanics, 
3D modelling and animation: 
Ygreq Interactive (RO) - Cristian Iordache (technical director), 
Alexandru Andrei, Iulia Petronela Ioniță.
Robot programming, mechanical refinement and maintenance: 
Bucharest Robots (RO) - Ana-Maria Stancu (CEO) and

prof. ing. Marius Dumitrescu
Robot exterior and props: Lucian Păun (RO)

Music and sound design: Andrei Petrache (RO)
Light design: Costel Baciu (RO) and Marco Grisa (IT)
Game illustration: Alex Rusu (RO)

Concept: Marina Hanganu (artistic director of Tele-Encounters)



Technical and Stage Crew
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Video control: Filippo Di Dio (IT) Adrian Dragoman (RO), 
Enrico Mirante (IT) and Davide Nocera (IT)
Sound control: Gabriel Ilie (RO) and Enrico Mirante (IT)
Lights and subtitles control: Andrea Centonza (IT), Marco
Grisa (IT), Gheorghe Ilie (RO), Agnese Manzella (IT) and
Bianca Trifan (RO)
Stage crew coordination: Daniel Berbec (RO)
Costumes and props support: Eugenia Briotă (RO) and
Nicoleta Radu (RO)



Management and
Production
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Producers: Teatrul “George Ciprian” (Buzău, RO) and Industria 
Scenica (Vimodrone, Milan, IT)
Project management (RO-IT, in alphabetical order): 
Paola Cagna, Gina Chivulescu, Marina Hanganu, Cristiana Ilea,                
Isnaba Miranda, Ermanno Nardi, Iuliana Pleșoianu

Promotion (RO): Maria Dumitrescu, Bianca Trifan and
Georgiana Vlădoiu.

Poster (RO): Daniela Dughiană
Poster (IT): Simone Brullo
Photo: Vlad Dumitrescu
Trailer: Armine Vosganian:
https://youtu.be/G5olDZWyuXQ

In-kind sponsor for the Italian set: Perego Arredamenti

Thanks to Giacomo Bernardi and Ilaria Calia!

https://youtu.be/G5olDZWyuXQ?fbclid=IwAR2VVLxOKedxRYHKOFWbx3wCUHRyaImkXKz5G3VXRyS1f1ol9TPfVv_xSX4
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Screenshot with the stage view from Italy

Synopsis

After Laura has a heart attack, her daughter, who lives in Italy, buys her a social robot and
connects their distant dwellings via an intelligent communication system. Ogmios Z42 and
the video cameras thus enter the life of the geographically dispersed family. The ethical
and relational implications of technology gradually come to the surface.

The performance is telematic as it takes place simultaneously in Romania and Italy, with
actors and audiences in both countries. The actors in the two spaces interact in real time
via the Internet.

Based on interviews with Romanian migrants and left-behind elderly parents, the play
explores the theme of migration. The research phase for designing the robot included
creative workshops with adults and children in Romania, Spain, and Italy.

2032 SMART-FAMILY



MONICA BUZOIANU

Virginia Mihalcea (Visconti)

Monica Buzoianu studied acting at the National
University of Theatre and Film I.L.Caragiale in Bucharest,
Romania and has a MA in Dramateraphy at the
University of Rome La Sapienza.

She graduated in 2021 from the Drama School of the
Piccolo Teatro di Milano.

Monica performed in Kiss by Antonio Rezza and Flavia
Mastrella, Happiness by Alessandro Sciarroni, Specie di
Spazi by Fabio Condemi, Tre Sorelle by Carmelo Rifici and
in Soli by Alessio Maria Romani. She joined the Dante in
Duomo project led by the director Massimiliano
Finnazzer Flory. Monica offers her voice to the projects
Abbecedario per il mondo nuovo coordinated by Lisa
Ferlazzo Natoli for the Piccolo Teatro of Milan and In viva
voce: Leggere Franco Quadri for Rai Radio3 edited by
Fiorenza Menni. She is directed by Andrea Molaioli in the
Circeo-Romanzo Nero TV series produced by Cattleya.



AURA CĂLĂRAȘU

Laura Mihalcea

Aura Călărașu is a theatre, film, television and publicity actress. She
graduated from the Acting course at UNATC Bucharest in 1994.

She has acted on important theatre stages in Bucharest, Timișoara,
Arad and Sibiu and also in independent projects. Among the
characters she interpreted recently: Nora (I. A Dolls’ House, directed
by Carmen Lidia Vidu, a project by Ibsen Scholarship, ARPAS and
Odeon Theatre) and Marty (Circle Mirror Transformation by Annie
Baker, directed by Cristi Juncu, Ioan Slavici Theatre in Arad). In the
cinema, she has acted in over 30 feature films and short films. For
her role in Ryna, directed by Ruxandra Zenide, she received a Gopo
Awards nomination for “Best Supporting Actress”. In television, the
role of the blind mother in the popular series Vlad (produced by
ProTV, 2019-2021) has brought her public acclaim.

For a few years, she also practiced her pedagogical skills as a
university assistant at the Acting course at UNATC Bucharest.

She is married, is mother of two young men and lives in Bucharest.
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FRANCESCA FATICHENTI

Amalia Visconti (Nova)

Francesca Fatichenti was born in Trento, Italy, in 1996. In
2018, she graduated from the acting course at the
theatre academy Civica Scuola di Teatro Paolo Grassi in
Milan.

She was directed by Fiammetta Perugi, Massimo Navone
and Maurizio Schmidt and co-created a play with the
Dedalus Teatro company. In 2021, Francesca performed
in The tragedy is over, Platonov directed by Liv
Ferracchiati and she gained a special mention at the
Biennale of Venice for her role.

She acted in numerous productions by Carlo Boso, both
in Italian and French. Francesca acted in and produced
short movies, read texts in different events, organised
and conducted workshops and assisted theatre directors.
She masters leather mask making and wood carving at
professional level.



SMARANDA GĂBUDEANU

Ogmios Z42

Based on her formal education in puppet theatre at UNATC
I.L. Caragiale in Bucharest, Smaranda Găbudeanu’s work is
transdisciplinary, integrating different practices. Movement
and the body/bodies stand at the core of all her projects.

As a dancer and performer, she has taken part in numerous
productions staged at the National Dance Centre in
Bucharest, as well as in international projects. As an actor,
she has acted both in public theatres and in independent
companies. She has performed in contemporary art
museums. Smaranda also creates choreographies for theatre
and film.

Her increasing interest in the visual arts led her to an MA in
the Theory and Practice of Image at CESI. Smaranda is the
founder of PETEC - an interdisciplinary platform for
production, research and education in contemporary dance.
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GIOVANNI LONGHIN

Lorenzo Visconti (Lollo)

Giovanni is a professional actor and he graduated from the
School of Dramatic Arts Paolo Grassi in Milan in 2010. In
2013, he attended the M.A. Isola della Pedagogia held by
Anatolij Vasiliev. Since 2014, he has studied and worked
with Peter Stein.

He co-founded Teatro dei Gordi, a physical theatre
ensemble, award-winner in 2019 and 2020 (Best emerging
ensemble and Critic’s award). He joined various theatrical
productions in Milan, Venice and other Italian cities. In
2013, Giovanni founded the International group Fuoco alla
Paglia together with Giacomo Veronesi and Monica
Giacchetto. They organize workshops for professional
actors on dramatic arts techniques.

Giovanni teaches at the School of Dramatic Arts Paolo
Grassi in Milan.



MARINA HANGANU
theatre director and playwright

Marina Hanganu explores the integration of technology into the arts (Internet, robots, artificial
intelligence, VR) from a practical and theoretical perspective. She graduated from the Theatre
Directing BA course at UNATC I.L. Caragiale Bucharest (2014) and the MA in Advanced Theatre
Practice course at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama (London, 2015). She took her
PhD at UNATC I.L. Caragiale for the thesis Telematic theatre – from concept to performance (2022).

She is the project initiator and coordinator of Tele-Encounters and Tele-Encounters: Beyond the
Human, co-funded by the Creative Europe programme of the European Union.

Performances directed: 2032 SMART-FAMILY, Generation 200, The Planet of Lost Dreams, Orpheus
and Eurydice, Tele-City (George Ciprian Theatre), The Suicide Shop after Jean Teulé (The Comedy
Theatre, Bucharest – winning project of the Comedia Ține la TINEri contest), Before Sunset/After
Sunrise (London, Bloomsbury Festival and We Are Now Festival), No. 30 Popa Rusu Street (Theatre
7, Bucharest), Marisol by José Rivera (UNATC I.L. Caragiale, Bucharest).

Author of Telematic theatre (Editura Universitaria, Craiova, 2022) and editor of Tele-Encounters:
Telepresence and Migration (UNATC Press, Bucharest, 2019).
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CAMILLA BRISON
theatre director

She graduated with a degree in Cultural Studies from the Università degli Studi di Milano. She
has an MA in Advanced Theatre Practice from the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
of London.

At Anni Luce, Romaeuropa Festival she presented: in 2020, No Land Lady by Greta
Cappelletti, already finalist of the Venice Biennale College Prize for Young Directors 2018;
and in 2021, Notte Bianca by Tatjana Motta, winner of the Premio Riccione 2019.

In 2020, together with Nicolás Lange, she created Archipelagos, born within the Beyond the
Sud programme.

As assistant director, she has worked among the others on Il Macello di Giobbe (The
Slaughter of Job) by Fausto Paravidino and La vita ferma by Lucia Calamaro,

In 2019, she created, together with Edward Fortes and Anna Landi, Italy Uncovered - new
plays from Italy, a festival of New Italian Playwright in London.

Since 2019, she has been working for Emons Libri&Audiolibri as an audiobook director.



BIANCA TRIFAN
playwright and assistant director

Bianca Trifan holds a BA in Theatrology - Cultural Management and Theatre Journalism, an
MA in Playwriting and a PhD from the National University of Theatre and Film I.L. Caragiale
(UNATC) in Bucharest.

She held theatre and creative writing workshops within the UNATC Junior project. She has
published articles in academic journals such as the Journal of Drama Teaching, Theatrical
Pedagogy Notebooks, Concept. She is co-author of the book Grammar through theater
games and author of the books Collaborative Theater. Theories on devised/collaborative
theater at national and international level and Collaborative Theater. The pedagogy of
collective drama. She has participated in national and international conferences on theatre
and theatre pedagogy.

As a playwright, she has worked in various national and international projects: Tele-City
(Buzău, Romania); Metropolis - Promised Lands project (Milan, Italy); Fresh-Start residence
(Cluj-Napoca, Romania); Who are we really? Game and tradition (Bucharest, Romania); the
international interdisciplinary project Fidelio is you! (Goethe Institut, Bucharest, Romania-
Germany).



ARMINE VOSGANIAN
video director

Armine graduated from both Theatre Acting and Film Directing at the National University of
Theatre and Film I.L. Caragiale in Bucharest, Romania (2014) and from the MA in Film
Making degree at the London Film School, UK. She holds a PhD in Cinema and Media
studies. She directed short fiction and feature documentaries about the Armenian Diaspora,
being nominated at important film festivals such as Astra Film Festival and SimFest.

Armine is one of the first actors of Romanian telematic theatre under the guidance of
Marina Hanganu. Alongside Mihaela Vosganian and Liliana Iorgulescu, she has participated
in creating cross-media operas that have been showcased at important festivals such as
International Week of New Music, Meridian International Festival and Jazz Festival. Inter-
Art’s Dynamic Meditation, Into myGong Self and Into myPlanet shows were performed in
venues in Belgrade, Prague and Sevilla.



ANDREEA DIANA NISTOR
scenographer

Diana Nistor studied Scenography at the National University of Theatre and Film I.L.
Caragiale.

She co-founded Rampa Theatre together with Armine Vosganian and director Mihai Ion.

She has created the stage sets and costumes for performances in Bucharest (Lower Depths,
Bulandra Theatre, Staipelochian, Small Theatre, Expoziția, The Ark and Kremlinul de Zahăr,
Plant Village) and across the country, working with important directors of the new
generation: Nu atingi niciodată victima (dr. Irina Slate, Youth Theatre in Piatra
Neamț), Curând aici va fi pustiu (dr. Daniel Frilensăr Chirilă, Matei Vișniec Theatre,
Suceava), Povești de Familie (dr. Cătălina Baciu, Tony Bulandra Theatre, Târgoviște).

In addition, she worked as a scenographer for fiction shorts, feature documentaries and
animation.



GRETA GASPARINI
scenographer

Greta Gasparini, scenographer, is an extremely curious person; she loves designing shapes
and scenarios, understanding how to build her projects and being able to materially realise
them herself. In her opinion, turning one's idea into reality is an indescribable emotion.

She began her career at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts. She immediately decided to work in
the world of theatre, cinema, advertising and fashion. As soon as she acquired enough
knowledge, she opened her own scenography laboratory, Fèm Laboratorio Creativo.

She is inspired by everything around her, she is always looking for new materials to work
with, the curiosity and the desire to increase her knowledge also stimulate her creativity.
She likes to work in different fields, so that she can constantly change perspective and
improve her abilities.



YGREQ INTERACTIVE

Ygreq Interactive, founded by Cristian Iordache, is a lab focused on research and
development in the visual and physical computing realm. Since their inception, they have
been building diverse projects consisting of interactive platforms for dance and theatre
shows, audio-visual installations, interactive installations and light sculptures. Their work has
been shown in festivals like Fête des Lumières Lyon and Spotlight Bucharest.

Multimedia and communication platform: Cristian Iordache and Alexandru Andrei

Robot design and mechanics: Mihai Toma and Cristian Iordache

Robot face 3D modeling: Iulia Petronela Ioniță

Robot face real-time 3D animation: Cristian Iordache



BUCHAREST ROBOTS

Bucharest Robots is the first humanoid and service robots company in Romania,
founded in 2017. The company integrates, distributes and prototypes robots
and has contributed to the construction and programming of the robot used in
the performance.

Management: Ana-Maria Stancu (CEO)

Robot programming, mechanical refinement and maintenance:

prof.ing. Marius Dumitrescu



ANDREI PETRACHE
composer and sound designer

Born in 1998, Andrei Petrache studied piano for 12 years at the "G. Enescu" National College of
Music (Ileana Busuioc class), from which he graduated in 2017. In parallel, he studied, as
auxiliary instruments, the guitar, the flute, the double bass, the percussion. In 2021, he obtained
his bachelor's degree, specialising in classical composition, in the class of prof. DHC Dan Dediu,
currently continuing as a master student in the same specialization. At the same time, he is
studying orchestral conducting, under the guidance of professor and conductor Cristian
Mandeal.

Andrei is a constant presence on the concert stages in Romania, with solo piano recitals,
chamber music or in various jazz or world music bands. His interpretive performances have been
rewarded with over 30 awards at national and international solo piano competitions, in addition
to several awards given to the performance of the musical ensemble of which he was part, in
some competitions of interpretation and composition in jazz ensembles.

In the field of composition, Andrei is the author of over 60 works, in different styles (classical,
modern, jazz, fusion) that cover both vocal and instrumental genres, as well as electronic music,
while also addressing the area of film music or of choreographic show. His works have been
awarded at various national and international composition competitions (over 25 prizes at
composition competitions) and have been presented at various concerts or festivals in
Bucharest, Bistrița, Mediaș, Sinaia, Deva, Brașov, Târgu Mureș, Timișoara, Pitești, Ploiești, Sibiu,
Cluj-Napoca, Sf. Gheorghe, Moscow, Paris, Hanover, Bielefeld, Jerusalem, Tokyo, London,
Cambridge, Brussels, Wenduine, Zeerbrugge, Aalborg, Dubai.



MARILENA MONTINI
costumes designer

Marilena Montini has graduated recently from the course in Costume for the Performing Arts
and in Scenography at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts in Milan.

She approached the theater during her academic years by participating in workshops and
internships. What she likes most about her job is the continuous research thanks to the
participation in unique projects and the experimentation with materials and the manual skills
associated with them.

She is a collaborative person – for her, it is a fundamental trait for a successful work.
She loves reading, traveling, hiking, going to events and performances.



ALEX RUSU
illustrator

She studied philosophy, philology and graphics and enjoys every day how the language of visual
arts can be used in research, processing and transmission of information (objective or subjective).

She is interested in exploring how artistic practice can support the restoration of community and
the social fabric and reconnection (with self and others).

She also participated in projects such as Healing Portraits (2021), TNAMT Digital Installation
(2022), Ephemeral Collective Portrait (2022).



COSTI BACIU
light designer

Costi Baciu is a light designer specialising in theatre. His experience in conceptualisation and
execution of light design has been gathered in almost 20 years of working within the
entertainment industry to create unique and unforgettable visual identities for theatre
productions.

With an impressive portfolio that gathers artistic and technical light design contributions for
tenths of theatre productions and festivals, Costi Baciu believes that lights are meant to serve
the creative purpose of the production. The director’s vision, the message of the play, the
scenography, the music, as well as the actors are raised to their maximum potential through
the concept and design of the lighting.

Amongst the theatre productions and festivals signed by Costi Baciu: Fiddler on the roof (The
State Jewish Theater, Bucharest), The Addams Family (Excelsior Theater, Bucharest), Cabaret
(Odeon Theater, Bucharest), The three-penny opera (Excelsior Theater, Bucharest), Vlaicu Vodă
(Constitution Square, Bucharest), 2032 Smart-Family (The George Ciprian Theater, Buzău), The
Bridge (The Comedy Theater, Bucharest), The Jungle Book (Acting Dream Academy), Alice (The
Young Theater, Piatra Neamț), BABEL 11:4 or EVERYTHING HAS STARTED (The Young Theater,
Piatra Neamț). Festivals: The Sibiu International Theater Festival (2018), The International
Teen Theater Festival – Teen Fest (Bucharest, 2015-present), The International Yiddish Theater
Festival (Bucharest, 2019), The National Theater Festival Buzău Loves Theatre (2015-present);
The National Teen Theater Festival #Relief (Bucharest, 2016-present).


